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Abstract: The capacity factor of a power plant is the ratio of generation over its potential generation.
It is an important measure to describe wind and solar resources. However, the fluctuating
nature of renewable power generation makes it difficult to integrate all generation at times.
Whenever generation exceeds the load, curtailment or storage of energy is required. With increasing
renewable shares in the power system, the level of curtailment will further increase. In this work,
the influence of the curtailment on the capacity factors for a highly renewable German power system
is studied. An effective capacity factor is introduced, and the implications for the distribution of
renewable power plants are discussed. Three years of highly-resolved weather data were used to
model wind and solar power generation. Together with historical load data and a transmission model,
a possible future German power system was simulated. It is shown that effective capacity factors
for unlimited transmission are strongly reduced by up to 60% (wind) and 70% (photovoltaics) and
therefore of limited value in a highly renewable power system. Furthermore, the results demonstrate
that wind power benefits more strongly from a reinforced transmission grid than photovoltaics
(PV) does.
Keywords: renewable energy systems; capacity factor; effective capacity factor; energy system
modeling; German power system; renewable site assessment

1. Introduction
The German Energiewende is the process that dispatchable conventional generation units in
Germany are replaced by generation from renewable sources. The share of renewable generation in
the electricity mix has increased in Germany from 6.3% in 2000 to 29.7% for the first eleven months
of 2014 [1]. This 29.7% is divided into 9% wind power, 6.9 % photovoltaics (PV), 3.6% hydro and
10.2% biomass. Concerning the net installed capacities, wind and PV are the leading technologies with
35.6 GW wind (including 0.6 GW offshore) and 38.1 GW PV. Wind and PV are usually considered the
most promising renewable technologies for energy generation in the world [2,3]. However, the strongly
fluctuating and non-controllable nature of renewable power sources makes the system integration
difficult (despite the spatial smoothing of wind [4] and PV [5] feed-in).
The capacity factor of a power plant is the ratio between its actual output in a period of time
over the maximal theoretical output in the same period [6]. It is an important measure to decide
on new sites for further deployment of renewable energy sources and to derive an optimal wind
turbine layout for a specific site [7]. Furthermore, it can also be computed for an ensemble of power
plants or an entire country and has direct influence on the financial performance of renewable power
plants [8]. For wind turbines, the capacity factor is determined mainly by the geographic location of
the wind turbine, as well as the turbine design itself. This renders the absolute value of the capacity
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factor for a site somewhat arbitrary. One might imagine a small generator combined with a very large
rotor leading for most locations to an extremely high capacity factor. Consequently, the technical
assumptions are fixed throughout the paper. Details are given in Section 3. For renewable sources,
the capacity factor highly relies on meteorological conditions and is therefore also referred to as the
meteorological capacity factor. However, for very high shares of renewables and therefore increased
curtailment, this capacity factor seems not sufficient to describe the resource of a site adequately. This
leads to the introduction of the effective capacity factor. This modified capacity factor considers only
generation that is really used and not curtailed. This means that the interplay of generation at different
locations and the load patterns need to be taken into account. The effect of curtailment on capacity
factors was already discussed for the U.S. without transmission constraints in [9]. Curtailment of wind
power induced by congestion was discussed in [10]. The work in [11] introduced the idle capacity as a
measure for ineffectively deployed wind power capacity and connected it to several socio-economic
factors. However, this work focuses on socio-economic aspects.
Germany is still far from a dominance of fluctuating renewables on the generation side.
Nevertheless, a renewable share in the electricity mix of 100% is possible by 2050 [12]. In addition,
recent numbers for Germany published by the Bundesnetzagentur (Federal Network Agency) [13]
show that curtailment is an issue already: although the share from renewable sources in the electricity
mix was below 30% in 2014, 1.6 TWh of wind/PV and biomass generation (ca. 1.2% of total generation
from these sources) were curtailed. This was explained to be mainly due to wind power generated
in the north not being able to reach the south due to congestion. In comparison to 2013, this value
has tripled and demonstrates that curtailment can even be of some importance if renewable shares of
generation are rather low.
Furthermore, several events of curtailment of renewable generation have been reported across
Europe in the past few years: The economic impact of curtailment in Spain was described as a loss
of approximately 70 million Euro from January to March 2013, and the amount of curtailment is
expected to increase to yearly 2.3 TWh (3.1% of renewable generation) in 2020 [14]. In Italy, the
amount of curtailed wind energy was reduced from 10.7% in 2009 to 1.24% in 2013 due to a significant
reinforcement of the transmission grid capacities. In Ireland, 110 GWh wind energy were curtailed
in the year 2012 [15]. This is approximately 2% of the total wind generation. Congestion in the
power transmission system was responsible for about 80% of the losses, while 20% was due to local
network constraints.
The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate the large reduction of the capacity factor
due to curtailment in a highly renewable power system and the therefore questionable relevance
of the meteorological capacity for site assessment. For this purpose, the following steps are taken:
(1) the introduction of an effective capacity factor as an alternative to the meteorological capacity
factor; (2) the computation of the effective capacity factors for two highly renewable scenarios of the
future German power system; (3) investigation of the dependency of the effective capacity factor on
the capacity distribution and the transmission grid strength; (4) drawing of conclusions from the
investigation: what does curtailment imply for the preferable design of the future German power
system with a very high share of renewables?
2. Methodology
A possible future German power system is simulated. Counties (and independent cities,
also referred to as counties) are considered as generators and consumers and represent the nodes in
the system, which are connected by links. To derive the grid topology, the simple assumption is made
that every county is connected to its direct neighbors via a link of length dl (average length: 33.5 km),
where the length is given by the distance between the geographical centers. Hence, the power grid
consists of 402 nodes and 1049 links (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. (a) Grid topology of the investigated system (for details, see the text); (b) population density
(1000 inhabitants per km2 ) [16]; (c) gross domestic product (1010 e) of German counties in 2012 [17].

The counties themselves are assumed to be ideal nodes. In existing systems, transmission losses
are usually small (1%–2% per 100 km at 380 kV [18]) and neglected. This model setup has been
chosen for the following reasons: Firstly, the transmission system should impose as little restrictions
as possible on the exchange of energy within the system. An even larger system with more nodes
and links, however, would become increasingly computationally expensive and numerically unstable.
Secondly, counties are the political-administrative entity responsible for transmission grid planning,
supervision and approval.
Two major restrictions apply to the model: first, offshore wind is not considered, and second,
Germany is investigated as an isolated power system. These restrictions are briefly discussed in
Section 5. For the following investigation, time series of generation for wind Wn (t) and PV Sn (t),
based on highly resolved weather data, were computed for each node. Together, they compose the
generation of the node n,
Gn (t) = Wn (t) + Sn (t)

(1)

The corresponding time series of the mismatch between generation and load is:
∆n (t) = Gn (t) − Ln (t)

(2)

∆n (t) = Gn (t) − Ln (t) + In (t) − En (t)

(3)

or, if transmission is included,

where Ln (t) is the time series of the load, En (t) are the exports and In (t) are the imports of node n.
At each node and at all times, generation must equal load to ensure the stability of the system.
This leads to the nodal balancing equation:
Gn (t) − Ln (t) = Pn (t) − Bn (t) + Cn (t)

(4)

where Pn (t) is the injection pattern (imports-exports), Bn (t) is the backup (i.e., dispatchable generation)
and Cn (t) is curtailed excess energy. Throughout the paper, it is assumed that excess energy is
curtailed, and remaining residual loads are covered by backup energy. It follows directly that
backup and curtailment do not occur at the same node for the same time. Backup power is not
explicitly investigated in the following, since this investigation focuses on the aspect of curtailment.
The curtailment time series is calculated as:
Cn (t) = max ({0, ∆n (t)})

(5)
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where ∆n (t) is the mismatch after transmission. The left part of the balancing Equation (4) is the active
part that is determined by the given data, while the right side is the reactive part, i.e., the response
of the system. More generally, this equation could be extended by additional terms to account for
storage, demand side management, etc. The transmission model, which determines the injection
pattern, is described in Section 2.2. After generation, load and transmission, the remaining residual
mismatch is handled by either the backup (if ∆n < 0, i.e., energy deficit) or curtailment (if ∆n > 0,
i.e., energy excess).
2.1. Definitions
In a given county, the ratio of average renewable generation to average load is described by the
share of renewables αn ,

h Gn (t)i
h Ln (t)i

αn =

(6)

Equivalently, the share of renewables of the whole system is given by:
α=

h G (t)i
∑ h Gn (t)i
= n
h L(t)i
∑n h Ln (t)i

(7)

For α = 1.0, the generation in all counties combined is on average equal to the average load
combined. In this paper, only α = 1.0 is considered. Besides α, the parameter β describing the solar
share in the renewable generation is defined as:
βn =

GnS (t)

(8)

GnS (t) + GnW (t)

and similarly for the whole system. For a highly renewable European power system, the optimal β
was found to be around 0.4 with respect to the standard deviation of the mismatch [19] or around 0.2
with respect to the need for balancing energy [20].
The capacity factor is the major terminology of this study. For a given county, it is defined as:
D

νnw/s

E
Gnw/s (t)
E
= D
w/s
Gn,nom

(9)

D
E
w/s
where Gn,nom
is the rated power. Consequently, the effective capacity factor for wind ν̃w and
photovoltaics ν̃s is defined by:


D

ν̃nw/s = νnw/s 1 − D

Cnw/s (t)

E

Gnw/s (t)

E

(10)

This definition of an effective capacity is similar to the definition of idle capacity in [11]. Note that
the effective capacity factor is the capacity factor that only counts the energy consumed either locally
or after transmission.
2.2. Transmission
Transmission is modeled as a two-step optimization problem for every time step. The equations
of the full electric power-flow in an AC electricity network are used in a common DC approximation.
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For a full derivation of this DC approximation, see, for example, [21,22]. In the first step, the total
backup energy is minimized:

∑ Bn (t) =: Bmin (t)

minimize
Fl

n
Fl−

subject to

≤ Fl ≤ Fl+

(11)
(12)

where Fl± are the transmission capacities of link l in both directions. This optimization does not
necessarily result in a unique solution for the flows Fl . Therefore, the uniqueness of the solution is
ensured by minimizing the dissipation ∑l dl Fl2 , while keeping the overall backup energy need Bmin (t);

∑ dl Fl2

minimize
Fl

l
Fl−

subject to

(13)

≤ Fl ≤ Fl+

∑ Bn (t) = B

min

(14)

(t)

(15)

n

where dl is the length of link l. The injection pattern P(t) is afterwards calculated via the unique
solution for the flows Fl of the optimization,
Pn =

∑ Knl Fl

(16)

l

K is the incidence matrix, whose elements are defined by:

Knl =

κlT




1

if link l begins at node n

−1 if link l ends at node n


0
otherwise

(17)

An equivalent transmission model is used in [23–29]. The effectively-used transmission capacity
of a link l connecting two nodes is defined by the 99th percentile,
0.99 =

Z κT
l
0

p(| Fl |)dp

(18)

where p(| Fl |) is the time sampled distribution of the absolute values of the unlimited flow over the
link l. The transmission capacity of every single link is thus sufficient 99% of the time. This means a
transmission grid where every link has the capacity computed by Equation (18) is assumed to be the
grid required for unlimited transmission (under the minor restriction that it uses the 99th percentile).
Using the 99th percentile for the definition of the transfer capacities aims at reducing the sensitivity
towards the weather database.
2.3. Scenario Definition
The following two 100% renewable scenarios (i.e., α = 1) were defined for this study:
1.
2.

Wind and PV capacities are distributed in such a way that αn = α = 1. This means that every
county produces on average as much renewable energy as it consumes.
For every county, the currently-installed capacity of wind and PV (2013) is multiplied with the
same factor. In this case, today’s spatial distribution of capacities is kept, but every installed
wind turbine or PV module is upgraded by a certain factor. This process is usually referred to
as repowering.

The solar share β n (see Equation (8)) is fixed for all German counties as it was at the end of 2013.
β n , and the capacity densities for wind and PV can be seen in Figure 2. In northern Germany, β n is
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marginal and approaches unity in southern Germany. In the following, the first scenario is referred to
as the self-sufficient scenario, while the second is called the upscaled scenario. The key characteristics
of both scenarios can be seen in Table 1 (Section 4). One-hundred percent of generated electricity by
2050 from renewable sources in Germany is in line with a statement of the German Advisory Council
on the Environment (SRU) [12]. Thus, the aforementioned scenarios of capacity distribution might be
realized at that point. Obviously, they represent the most extreme cases (repowering of all existing
generation facilities vs. a homogenous distribution). Thus, the deployment will likely be in between
these scenarios by 2050. Figure 3 depicts the general proceeding of this study. The optimization steps
were performed using the Python API of Gurobi.
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Figure 2. (a) Solar share β n as defined by Equation (8); (b,c) installed capacity densities (MW/km2 ) in
all German counties in 2013 for (b) wind and (c) PV.
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Figure 3. Flowchart describing the model.

3. Data
Curtailment is determined by the interplay of generation and load, as well as by the given
possibilities to balance mismatches by importing and exporting energy, i.e., using the grid. To model
renewable generation from wind and PV, three years of highly resolved weather data were used.
The used data period ranges from January 2010 to December 2012. Wind speeds and irradiance are
converted to generation by state-of-the-art methods that are described in more detail in this section.
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3.1. Weather Data
Computations of generation are based on data from the following sources:
•

•

Wind speed data at hub height of 77 m and 2-m temperature data from the analysis product of the
numerical weather prediction model (NWP) COSMO-DE [30], provided by the German Weather
Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD) and
Solar irradiation data from Meteosat Second Generation (MSG).

COSMO-DE data have a spatial resolution of 0.025◦ (ca. 3 km) and hourly temporal resolution.
The model domain is centered over Germany and consists of 461 × 421 grid cells. The satellite data
were used with a spatial resolution of 0.0625◦ (ca. 7 km).
3.2. Generation Data
The weather data described in the previous section are used to compute generation time series
from wind and PV for each of the 402 German counties. For wind power, the hub height is assumed to
be 77 m, the average hub height of wind power plants in Germany at the end of 2013. In the past few
years, a trend towards increasing hub heights was observed. Thus, it is likely that the average hub
height will increase further leading to higher capacity factors for better wind regimes at these heights.
However, this mainly affects the absolute value of the capacity factor. The effect on relative changes
due to curtailment are assumed to be negligible.
Wind speeds are converted to power via the power curve model described in [31]. This power
curve was fitted to obtain the best match of simulated and observed wind power in the largest German
transmission grid zone. We use data for the geographical distribution of installed wind and PV
capacities from 2013. For PV power generation, the Klucher model [32] is used to model irradiation on
the inclined surface. The PV modules are assumed to have a tilt of 30◦ and a south-facing orientation
(azimuth = 0◦ ). Module temperatures were computed as:
Tm = Ta + σIt

(19)

where Ta is the ambient temperature, Tm the module temperature and It the irradiance on the inclined
2

surface. σ is a factor that was chosen to be 0.036 km
W . The module efficiency η ( Tm ) is calculated as a
function of the module temperature,
η ( Tm ) = η (25◦ ) (1 + aTm )

(20)

where a ∈ R is device-specific. DC power can then be calculated by using the installed capacity,
P = η ( Tm ) It Caps

(21)

for any grid point. DC power was converted into AC power using the parameters of a Sunny Mini
Central 8000 TL converter [33]. Generation for wind and PV is calculated on the grid point level and
aggregated to counties afterwards.
3.3. Load Data
Historical load data for Germany provided by the European Network of Transmission
System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) was taken. These data were modified within the
RESTORE2050 project (Frank Merten, Wuppertal Institute, private communication via e-mail, 2014).
Modifications include modeled load profiles from e-mobility and heat pumps.Since no information
about the energy demand on a sub-national level is publicly available in Germany, load time series of
the counties are estimated based on the county’s gross domestic product GDPn and on the county’s
number of inhabitants Dn ; L(t) = L D (t) + L I (t) is the modified ENTSO-E load time series for the
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entirety Germany, consisting of a domestic and an industrial part. The total load of county n, ln , is
expressed as:
ln (t) = l I,n (t) + l D,n (t)

(22)

where l I,n and l D,n are the industrial and domestic load time series, respectively. The partial loads are
computed as:
L I (t)
∑n GDPn
L (t)
l D,n (t) = Dn · D
∑ n Dn
l I,n (t) = GDPn ·

(23)
(24)

The population density and the gross domestic product of the German counties can be seen in
Figure 1 (center and right) for 2012. GDP per capita tends to increase from north to south and from
east to west.
4. Results
The results Section is structured as follows: First, capacity factors are calculated from the
meteorological data alone. Second, the effective capacity factors are calculated. The dependency
on the share of renewables, the solar share and the transmission grid capacities are discussed in
Section 5.
Table 1 shows the shares of wind and PV power in the electricity mix, as well as the resulting
major quantities, like curtailment and transmission capacity needs for both investigated scenarios.
The transmission capacities are determined according to Equation (18) for every link and multiplied
with the corresponding length dl . Thus, the displayed values show the need for unlimited transmission
as defined by the 99th percentile in this work. In the self-sufficient scenario, every county produces on
average as much as it consumes, leading to a very homogenous distribution of generation facilities in
Germany. This is reflected by the fact that the self-sufficient scenario has a much lower demand
for transmission grid capacities, which is about half the need of the upscaled scenario. In turn,
needed generation capacities are around 10% less, and only 28% of the generation is curtailed in
the upscaled scenario (39% in the self-sufficient scenario).
Table 1. Summary of the main differences between the scenarios for unlimited transmission.
D

E

Scenario

β

Cw
Gw

Self-Sufficient

0.68

0.14

Upscaled

0.35

0.27

D

D E
C
G

Capw (GW)

Caps (GW)

∑l dl κlT (GWkm)

0.52

0.39

160

389

13,800

0.29

0.28

289

206

27,065

Cs
Gs

E

4.1. Meteorological Capacity Factors
The meteorological capacity factor of a renewable power plant (often simply referred to as the
capacity factor) is the actual output in a certain period of time over its theoretical output. The theoretical
output is defined by the rated power of the generation unit, for example the wind turbine or PV module.
These meteorological capacity factors were calculated under the technical specifications described
in Section 3 for every county and are shown in Figure 4. For wind, they are strongly increasing up
north, while the opposite is true for PV. Capacity factors for wind power plants are around 20% in the
northern part of Germany, but only around 10% in southern Germany. Capacity factors for PV vary
less, reaching around 14% in southern Germany and 10% in northern Germany. Total capacity factors
for wind and PV in Germany are found to be 16.1% and 12.3% for the upscaled scenario, respectively.
This compares to the capacity factors published by the German Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs
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and Energy for the years 2010 to 2012 of 17.9% for onshore wind and of 8.6% for PV [34]. The small
apparent discrepancy is likely caused by the technological assumptions made in this study (note:
the capacity distribution used is the actual capacity distribution of today and can therefore not be
responsible for the differences observed).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Meteorological capacity factors without considering curtailment for (a) wind and (b) PV.

4.2. Effective Capacity Factors
In contrast to the meteorological capacity factors, the effective capacity factor measures only
the power output that is effectively used. As they were introduced in Section 2.3, effective capacity
factors ν̃w/s (see Equation (10)) are investigated for two scenarios of capacity distribution. In the
self-sufficient scenario, the effective capacity factors are reduced to 6% to 20% for wind and 5% to 12%
for PV (Figure 5). While the general qualitative distribution of the effective capacity factor remains for
wind (high values in the north and low values in the south), it changes considerably for PV. A strong
relationship between the change from νs to ν̃s and the share of PV β exists. The highest values for ν̃s
can be found towards the northwest and in the central German regions, i.e., in regions with relatively
low β (see Figure 2, left). On the contrary, in urban areas of western Germany and in the south, i.e.,
the regions where the highest meteorological capacity factors and the highest shares of PV occur, the
effective capacity factors decrease the most compared to the meteorological capacity factors.
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Figure 5. Relative change in capacity factors for wind (top) and PV (bottom), as well as for the
two scenarios self-sufficient (left) and upscaled (right). α is set to one, and transmission capacities
are unlimited.

In the upscaled scenario, effective capacity factors range from 10% to 15% for wind and from 3% to
13% for PV. The strongest reduction for both wind and PV occurs in the rural areas in northeastern and
southeastern Germany, as well as the coastal regions. In urban areas and their direct surroundings,
the differences between capacity factors and effective capacity factors for PV are very small. For wind
the north-south gradient disappears in almost all regions. The high amount of produced power in
northern regions leads to strong curtailment and therefore largely reduced capacity factors.
5. Discussion
Where does curtailment occur and why? This paper revolves around the idea of the meteorological
capacity factor being no appropriate measure to describe the quality of a site, if shares of renewables
are high and thus events of curtailment common. This is closely linked to the problem of decoupled
generation and transmission in the power market leading to suboptimal investment choices [35–38].
At what locations does curtailment occur? This depends on different aspects, like the electricity
market and the transmission grid. Today, transmission system operators decide on curtailment, and
affected owners are almost fully compensated in Germany [39]. The cost of curtailment events are
therefore borne by the consumers as a lump sum via network access charges (Netznutzungsentgelte).
However, this might change in the future, rendering the question of curtailment more important for
the operational side. The coalition agreement of the present German Federal Government aims at
modifying the compensation for curtailment so as to provide more incentive to consider the grid
situation for new renewable power plants [40].
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The markets plays a role mainly via the question of how the cost of transmission is distributed
among the market participants. Consider the simple three-node example shown in Figure 6. The three
nodes {A,B,C} are connected via two links from A to B and B to C. A and B have similar marginal
generation cost and place offers. C bids. If transmission cost does not add to the marginal cost by
being provided independently and offers are pooled (shared among market participants), Scenario
(II) is realized: A and B both transfer half of their excess energy to C, thus curtailing the other half. If
instead transmission cost is above zero and included in the marginal cost, Scenario (III) is realized.
B transfers its excess energy to C, and A curtails its power. To generalize this idea: for generation at
topologically-favorable positions in the network, marginal costs are comparably low, and curtailment
is less likely than at nodes at less favorable positions.
How does the market model connect to the abstract grid topology of this paper? It was assumed
that every county is connected to its neighbors. Obviously, this does not resemble today’s historically
grown power grid. Today, it connects regions and their distribution grids via the high voltage
transmission grid. However, the authors of this paper believe that the detailed topology of the grid
becomes less important, if the transmission grid is strongly reinforced. In addition, the optimal
topology for a highly renewable grid still needs to be determined and will likely differ to some extent
from the grid Germany has today. Therefore, it is likely that the beneficial positions in the grid with
respect to curtailment will be less dependent on today’s grid. Instead, it will heavily depend on
the geographical location (distance to load centers). In that way, the chosen abstract topology can
be justified.
Two major restrictions apply to the model: offshore wind is not considered, and Germany
is investigated as an isolated power system. The first point is probably the less problematic one.
The largest differences between meteorological and effective capacity factors, as described in the
following sections, are observed in the northernmost regions. These regions border the German
offshore regions, which implies that the results would be even more prominent, if offshore wind power
generation were included. Concerning imports and exports: under the transmission scheme applied in
this paper, it is shown in [23] that Germany imports and exports (for a share of renewables in Germany
and Europe: 70%) ca. 7% in units of its consumption. Under the methodology of this investigation,
imports can increase curtailment while exports can reduce curtailment. Therefore, it might be an
interesting extension of this work to embed Germany into a fully renewable European power system
and to study the effect of this on the effective capacity factors.

A
F_AB

+1
0.5

+1
0

+1

+1

1

1

C

-1

-1

(a)
I)

(b)
II)

(c)
III)

B
F_BC

Figure 6. (a) Illustration of the example system consisting of three nodes {A,B,C} connected via
transmission links; (b) B transfers its excess energy to C; (c) A and B transfer parts of their excess energy
to C. Remaining excess energy is curtailed in both cases.
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5.1. Wind/PV Ratio
The results indicate that the wind/PV mix of a node has a large effect on the effective capacity
factor. This is easily understandable: The wind/PV ratio determines the temporal correlation of
generation and load, which, in turn, has a strong impact on the curtailment. Besides, PV power has a
strong diurnal pattern and therefore resembles to some extent the typical diurnal load pattern (peaks
during the day and minima at night). On the contrary, wind power generation only exhibits a very
weak diurnal cycle. Figure 7 summarizes the reduction of the capacity factor,
∆νw/s =

ν̃w/s − νw/s
νw/s

(25)

upscaled
self sufficient
upscaled, δ = 0.2
self sufficient, δ = 0.2

a)

b)

0.4

|∆ν|

0.0

0.2

|∆ν|

0.6

0.8

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

for the four quartiles [0, Q1], ..., ( Q3, 1] of the solar share β. Focusing on wind, several things can
be observed: the largest reduction of capacity factors occurs in the upscaled scenario and for small
β, i.e., in counties with high shares of wind power generation. In the case of limited transmission
(definition in Section 5.3), shown as yellow boxes, this reduction amounts up to 80%. In the self-sufficient
scenario, the difference between the different intervals of β is minor, i.e., the ratio between PV
power and wind power generation is not the driving factor here. The difference between the two
scenarios can be explained by the fact that wind power generation accounts for ca. two thirds of total
power generation in the upscaled scenario, while it contributes only one third in the self-sufficient case.
Furthermore, the correlation between the mismatch of the county and the overall mismatch is relatively
high in counties with high shares of wind leading to much curtailment in these counties.

[0,Q1]

(Q1,Q2]

β

(Q2,Q3]

(Q3,1]

Figure 7. Relative reduction of capacity factors for (a) wind and (b) PV caused by curtailment with
dependency on the solar share β n for the 402 German counties investigated. Black horizontal lines
indicate the medians; boxes embrace values between the first and the third quartiles; and whiskers
extend to the maximum and minimum of the range. The curtailment is shown for two different
scenarios and for unlimited and limited (parameter δ = 0.2) transmission.

For the curtailment of PV (Figure 7b), things are the reverse: In the self-sufficient scenario,
PV curtailment is low on average for small β, but increases sharply with increasing β. For β in
(Q2,1], around 60% of PV generation is curtailed. In the upscaled case, overall β is relatively low
(β ≈ 0.35). Hence, almost no PV power is curtailed. In the self-sufficient scenario, PV generation
contributes the most. The correlation of the generation time series between nodes is larger in this case,
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which leads to relatively much curtailment, even in counties with a somewhat balanced mix of PV and
wind; and to more curtailment in total.
5.2. Share of Renewables
In the self-sufficient scenario, the average generation from wind and PV equals the average load
in all nodes (αn = α = 1.0). In the upscaled scenario, some nodes produce more than they consume,
while others produce less. The strong dependency of the curtailment on the share of renewables αn
is shown in Figure 8. High excess generation (i.e., high αn ) leads to the need for exports. In case of
common excess generation, energy cannot be exported and is consequently curtailed. For wind and PV,
curtailment of up to 60% (unlimited transmission) and 80% (limited transmission) of generated energy
can be observed for counties with very high αn . In counties with low αn , no curtailment is observed.

b)

0.4
0.0

0.2

|∆ν|

0.6

0.8

0.0

0.2

|∆ν|

a)

0.4

0.6

0.8

upscaled
upscaled, δ = 0.2

[0,Q1]

0.252

(Q1,Q2]

0.794

(Q2,Q3]

2.08

(Q3,1]

α
Figure 8. Relative reduction of capacity factors for (a) wind and (b) PV caused by curtailment with
dependency on the share of renewables αn for the 402 German counties investigated. Black horizontal
lines indicate the medians; boxes embrace values between the first and the third quartiles; and whiskers
extend to the maximum and minimum of the range. The curtailment is shown for unlimited and
limited (parameter δ = 0.2) transmission.

5.3. Limited Transmission
A major obstacle and the subject of intense political controversy is the reinforcement of the
transmission grid. All previous results were calculated for unlimited transmission. In this section,
it is investigated how curtailment changes if transmission capacities are reduced in an abstract way.
First, transmission capacities for every link κl are computed by the definitions in Equation (18).
These transmission capacities are then all varied with a grid strength parameter δ ∈ [0, 1] according to:
κl0 = δκlC

(26)

where δ = 0 means no transmission between nodes and δ = 1 means transmission capacities
are sufficient to transfer all energy for every link 99% of the time. To investigate the impact of
limited transmission on the curtailment, δ was varied between zero and one (Figure 9). For low
transmission grid strength (δ < 0.25), curtailment is higher in the upscaled scenario compared to the
self-sufficient scenario. For δ > 0.25, overall curtailment in the self-sufficient scenario exceeds the overall
curtailment in the upscaled scenario. In general, transmission is more important in the upscaled scenario,
i.e., total curtailment is reduced from 67% (no transmission) to 28% for δ = 1.0. For wind and PV
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considered separately, the reduction is similar: from 73% to 27% and from 57% to 29%, respectively. It
also can be observed that for low transmission capacities, the curtailment of PV power is less than the
curtailment of wind power, but this changes, if transmission capacities are increased. Therefore, it can
be concluded that wind power benefits more from a strong transmission grid than PV does. For the
self-sufficient scenario, almost no benefit from transmission for PV power, being the dominant source
of generation, is noticeable. Wind contributes a smaller share of generation in this scenario, and
the curtailment of wind energy can be reduced by strengthening transmission from 32% to 14%.
The overall curtailment can be reduced in the self-sufficient scenario from 49% to 39%.

0.8

Total Upscaled
Wind Upscaled
PV Upscaled
Total Self-Sufficient.
Wind Self-Sufficient
PV Self-Sufficient

0.7

Curtailment/Generation

0.6
0.5

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Transmission Parameter δ

0.8

1.0

Figure 9. Curtailment with the dependency of the transmission grid strength δ for the self-sufficient and
the upscaled scenario.

Figure 10 shows the effective capacity factors for δ = 0.2. Limiting the transmission capacities to
20% of the maximum transmission capacities decreases effective capacity factors for PV in counties far
from the load centers (coastal regions, in Lower Bavaria and southern Brandenburg) by up to 50% in
the upscaled scenario. In heavily-populated regions, like North Rhine-Westphalia or southern Lower
Saxony, no effect is observed. In the self-sufficient case, almost no differences occur for most German
counties. However, some counties see a further reduction of their effective capacity factors by ca. 15%.
Limiting transmission hampers the export of the high surpluses and leads to high curtailment rates.
The effect of limited transmission is stronger on wind than on PV (Figure 10, top). For the self-sufficient
scenario, effective capacity factors in northern Germany decrease significantly, while in most other
regions, no significant reduction occurs. In this case, most counties have very similar effective capacity
factors for wind in the range of 10% to 14%, and the strong north-south gradient disappears. For the
upscaled scenario, the transmission limitation has the most prominent (negative) effects, especially
on the northern and eastern German regions. In fact, limiting transmission renders them the least
favorable for wind power installations in Germany. This is a crucial result, as today, the wind power
deployment is still strongest in these regions [41]. In a 100% renewable German power system with
an inappropriate transmission grid, these wind power plants would not be economical any longer,
because their capacity factor would be partly only 2%, because their surpluses cannot be exported in
times of overall generation surpluses. In fact, the surpluses in the north are also the major cause for
increased transmission capacity needs in the upscaled scenario (see Table 1).
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Figure 10. Relative change in capacity factors for wind (top) and PV (bottom), as well as for the
two scenarios self-sufficient (left) and upscaled (right). α is set to one, and transmission capacities are
limited (δ = 0.2).

6. Summary and Conclusions
Curtailment is the reduction in the output of a generator not induced by the non-availability of
resources. With increasing renewable shares, the curtailed amount of energy consequently grows.
Therefore, considering curtailment will be of increasing importance in the future. In this paper,
the curtailment for 402 German counties that are all fully connected to their neighboring counties was
investigated. Today, the common capacity factor is primarily considered for the site assessment of
renewable power plants, because revenue generated by a power plant is linearly linked to its generated
energy. In power systems with high shares of renewables, an effective capacity factor seems to be more
appropriate to compare different sites with respect to their quality for renewable power deployment.
For this investigation, an effective capacity factor was defined. It differs from the common capacity
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factor by considering only generation that is not curtailed. It was shown that several aspects influence
curtailment and hence effective capacity factors. Two renewable scenarios have been defined for
the distribution of capacities. In the upscaled scenario, today’s spatial capacity distribution within
Germany is preserved, and the capacity of each generation facility was multiplied by a constant factor
to meet demand. This scenario requires strong grid reinforcement to dampen curtailment as much as
possible. In the self-sufficient scenario, every county was autarkic in the way that its average production
meets its average consumption. This scenario is advantageous if the transmission grid is not very well
developed. It only requires approximately 50% of the transmission capacity of the upscaled scenario to
distribute all useable energy surpluses.
The share between wind and photovoltaics in a county and the whole country indirectly influences
the curtailment and the overall need for transmission. This is caused by the strong correlation of wind
and PV generation between different counties. If a county has a high wind share while the overall
share of wind is low, this county experiences several export opportunities, when PV generation is low.
The effect of transmission limitations on effective capacity factors is complex. For PV transmission
capacity reductions lead only to a small decrease in most regions. For wind, the effect is much stronger.
For some regions, especially in eastern Germany and the coastal areas, effective capacity factors are
lower than in central German regions, although meteorological capacity factors behave vice versa,
if the transmission grid strength is significantly reduced. The importance of the transmission grid
was investigated by reducing the transmission capacity between every pair of nodes to a fraction
of the maximum required to transmit all surplus energies. In both scenarios, it was demonstrated
that transmission has the potential to reduce curtailment of wind power by two thirds. The benefit
for PV by increased transmission is smaller. In the self-sufficient scenario, no significant reduction of
curtailment for PV power by increased transmission capacities was observed. In the upscaled scenario,
the maximum reduction of curtailment for PV by transmission is ca. 50%. Future work should
investigate the interplay of storage and curtailment, power exports/imports to/from neighboring
countries and the role of German offshore wind power.
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